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Teamwork isn’t just a part of our nature, it’s also the most efficient way of achieving what we set out to do. Ideas slot together. Just
like jigsaw pieces. invitation – designed by Mathias Seiler – creates just the right working atmosphere for mastering challenges as a
team: communicative, creative and open to everything. The system bench with its modular design allows everyone to have their own
space whilst keeping the team together at the same time. Complex knowledge work becomes light-hearted child’s play – Place 2.5
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Water glass

Laptop

More knowledge, more creativity, more success: Teamwork provides the perfect opportunity to broaden your horizons. What could be
better than a table which offers more space? the invitation double bench with table-depth options of 1922 mm, 1690 mm (Fig.) and
1290 mm. The innovative multifunctional rail with the 3rd level concept, desk-mounted screen and flexible storage surfaces ensures
optimal comfort. Power, network and laptop cables are cleverly concealed in the easily accessible cable dump. All nice and tidy.
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Long rooms – long tables. Narrow rooms – narrow tables. The invitation single bench is ideal for rooms with limited space. Team
exchange is easy over the worktop. Or you can remain undisturbed behind the desk-mounted screen or other extension elements.
Whether concentrated or communicative, the organisation rail permits freely moveable monitor arms and mobile storage solutions.
At every single workstation.



Modesty panel.
Transparency is good.
Opacity is better.
Skirts, trousers and
legs are discreetly
shielded from view by a
textile modesty panel.

Single workstation.
Gather information, answer key questions, let
your imagination run away with you:
For certain things, you simply need a bit of peace
and concentration. Sometimes, you can only make
a decision on your own. But the least you can do,
is to do this in the relaxed atmosphere offered by
invitation – at a single workstation which meets
any demand. The optional, innovative extension
desk provides extra storage surface as required.
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Double workstation.
The greatest advan-
tage of teamwork:
you’re never alone.
Setting off in search of
new ideas is even more
fun when there are two
of you. Particularly if
the surroundings are
right. Every thought
counts at the invita-
tion double worksta-
tion, everything is
brought to the table.
Transparency creates
motivation. Mutual
inspiration. Absolute
creativity.



Flexible teamplayers need variable work surfaces. Communication and concentration – with invitation, the forward-looking working
environment, both are possible simultaneously. Screens and the multifunctional rail transform the generously sized conference table
into two double workstations quickly and easily. The optional extension desk provides sufficient working surface. This practical small
desk enlarges and links up spaces. Communicative in its effect. Restrained in design.
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Creativity is born from the symbiosis of performance and relaxation. Phases of concentration follow phases of communication
and regeneration. Decide for yourself whether you prefer to work alone, with a neighbour or in smaller or larger groups: invitation
adapts perfectly to every situation. With maximum flexibility and simple design. The versatile assembly elements can be stored on
the cupboards when not in use. Simply and quickly.



Meeting square. Good ideas don’t just appear perfectly. They must firstly be generated, discussed and reformulated by people familiar
with the topic in question. Imagination meets knowledge. Realisations follow. Pieced together at the invitation conference table with
its practical cable box and multifunctional rail. Recorded on the discussion leader’s laptop.
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Meeting point.
When invitation is at
the centre of a discus-
sion, the top require-
ment for successful
communication has
already been met. The
office becomes a round
information exchange.



Integrated power point.
Optimises the conference
table – success can be
planned, but nothing
works without the net-
work and electricity.

Multifunctional rail.
Permits freely moveable
monitors. The brush
section provides sophi-
sticated cable ducting
solutions at every point
of your workstation.

Storage boxes. Glide
over the cable ducting
and socket with ease on
a 1922 mm deep double
bench.

Table-top power point.
Work in whatever con-
figuration you want;
the mobile socket for
the single workstation
is always there where
you need it.

Cable dump. Even large quantities of cables can
be discreetly concealed beneath the worktop.
In a fold-down cable dump at table-depths of
1290 and 1690 mm, in up to three cable dumps
at table-depths of 1922 mm.
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Cable solutions. Being organised is half the battle; particularly in the office. Creative thinking needs the free space offered by a tidy
workstation. All the cables run in orderly channels: a central electricity and data channel. Nothing interrupts the flow of thought.



When teamplayers can set their imaginations free, the perfect atmosphere is created for efficient
knowledge work. invitation’s absolute design flexibility provides the perfect support for freedom
of thought. Multifunctional rails on cabinets and tables, sliding and rotatable functional columns,
desk-mounted screens of translucent plexiglass and fabric-covered sound-absorbing elements offer
unlimited possibilities for bringing motivation into the office.
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Cabinets. A true jack of all trades. It offers generous organisational surfaces,
divides rooms up perfectly thanks to its sleek design and is the perfect
congregation point for spontaneous meetings.
Organisation boxes. Whether it be folders, pens or hanging folders – the prac-
tical boxes have a place for everything. The perfect complement to the multi-
functional rail on the 1922 mm double bench and credenzas.
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All tables are height adjustable, either 680-720 or 720-760; Dimensions in mm, H = Height, W = Width, D =Depth

Adjustable tables
Height 720–1070
Width/Depth 800

Height 720–1070
Dia. 800/900

Conference suites, depth 1200
Basic tables Linear elements End elements

Individual / Conference tables
Depth 900 Depth 1200 Dia. 1600

Extension / Return tables
Width 1200
Depth 600

Width 1200 including
side container, depth 600

End elements
Double bench, depths 1922/1690/1290 Single bench, depth 900



Mobile pedestals.
Nothing has to stay the
way it is. A well-placed
cushion immediately
transforms functional
storage space into a
creative seat.
Optionally available
with one large or two
small compartments.

Adjustable table.
Whether round or
square, this little gem
brings movement into
the game. With variable
height and fixable
castors, it turns any
working situation into
an stimulating stand-
up affair. One touch is
all it takes.

Mobile pedestals
3/3 HE 6 HE Cushion

3 binder height storage units
Shelves
H 1148

Hinged door storage units
H 1148

Sliding door storage units
H 1148

Hanging folder storage units
H 1148

Horiz. tambour storage units
H 1148

Storage box, small
with back panel

Storage box, small

Organisation boxes
Storage box
with 2 drawers

Storage box
with 3 compartments

Hanging folder box Box for storing files

Storage box, large

Screens and sound-absorbing
elements
Plexiglass screen elements

Monitor bracket
for flat screensScreen with fabric cover

(optionally also with acoustic
filling)

Functional column for
fitting of screen elements
without the need for tools

Notice board
Cactus design
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Real wood veneer

Laminate

Linoleum

ABS edging

Screen
Plexiglass

Screen/Cushion
Panel and crêpe

Frame

H11 Maple natural

E41 Ash natural

G11 Peartree natural

203 Maple K66 Walnut

A32 blue2

A35 sandy yellow2 02 arctic white

14 silver/black

47M/43M light blue47C/43C blue47J/43J orange47F/43F red

47N/43N light grey47H/43H mid-grey

13 green

232 white aluminium

C11 Oak natural

E10 Ash white

F31 Cherry natural

103 Beech

26 Ash anthracite3

232 white aluminium3

47R beige 47S light green

11 blue105 translucent white

120 white110 polished aluminium

C17 Oak wenge varnish

E46 Ash light grey

D12 Walnut natural

205 Oak

A14 pure white1 A16 dark grey1

L20 black1L21 grey1

E45 Ash black

D11 Walnut dark

122 kiwi

B21 Beech mid brown B23 Beech walnut varnishB26 Beech natural

1only available for the conference table, 2 only available for the adjustable table, 3 only available for the storage unit range
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Export
Sedus Stoll AG
Brueckenstrasse 15
D-79761 Waldshut
Tel. +49 (7751) 84-2 89
Fax +49 (7751) 84-3 30
E-Mail export@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.com

Austria
Sedus Stoll Ges.m.b.H.
Kirchenstrasse 37/1/13
A-5301 Eugendorf
Tel. +43 (6225) 210 54-0
Fax +43 (6225) 210 56
E-Mail sedus.at@sedus.at
Internet www.sedus.at

Belgium
Sedus Stoll b.v.b.a./s.p.r.l.
Korte Massemensesteenweg 58/2
B-9230 Wetteren
Tel. +32 9 369 9614
Fax +32 9 36819 82
E-Mail sedus.be@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.be

France
Sedus
2, rue de la Baume
F-75008 Paris
Tel. +33 1537720 50
Fax +33 1537720 51
E-Mail commercial@sedus.fr
Internet www.sedus.fr

Great Britain
Sedus Stoll Ltd.
157A St John Street, Clerkenwell
London EC1V 4DU
Tel. +44 20 7566 3990
Fax +44 20 7566 3999
E-Mail sedus.uk@sedus.co.uk
Internet www.sedus.co.uk

Italy
Sedus Stoll S.r.l.
Via Giotto, 20/22
I-22075 Lurate Caccivio (CO)
Tel. +39 031.494.111
Fax +39 031.494.140
E-Mail sedus.it@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.it

Netherlands
Sedus Stoll B.V.
Rhijnspoor 239
NL-2901 LB Capelle aan den IJssel
Tel. +31 10 5214188
Fax +31 10 521 3189
E-Mail sedus.nl@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.nl

Spain
Sedus Stoll, S. A.
Avda. de Manoteras, 26-1a planta
E-28050 Madrid
Tel. +34 91/597 0176
Fax +34 91/59722 65
E-Mail sedus.es@sedus.com
Internet www.sedus.es

Switzerland
Sedus Stoll AG
Industriestrasse West 24
CH-4613 Rickenbach
Tel. +41 62/216 4114
Fax +41 62/216 38 28
E-Mail sedus.ch@sedus.ch
Internet www.sedus.ch


